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Personalized customer retention solutions. Predictive analytics and big data tools (Part 1)

BANK FUTURE
Personal financial planning

A new approach to sale investment and insurance products. Bank card

(in partnership with Visa) allows new loyalty program - cash-future.

When consumer using his card all the bonuses are saved on

investment account. Artificial Intelligence allows one-click creation of a

personal financial plan for various products: bank deposits, mutual

funds, pension plan, Life Insurance, etc. AI monthly creates a new

plan, based on new data.

THE WAAY
Bank as a Lifestyle Assistant

№1 Startup that expends services and products that solve specific  

human-centered issues in context of consumers’ daily life.

More than 1 million bank customers

More than 1 billion bank transactions

Additional information

https://www.thewaay.space/


Personalized customer retention solutions. Predictive analytics and big data tools (Part 2)

CheckScan
Loyalty program for retailers and FMCG

Our solution is based on the service for consumers and a loyalty 

program for retailers and FMCG producers. Customer scans receipt 

QR-code from stores, pharmacies, clinics and gas stations. Then the 

customers can analyze their expenses, receive cashback, get points 

from loyalty programs. 

DATAFABRIC
PaaS for Semantic Data Governance

Cloud platform for conducting, transforming, governing and analyzing 

data, based on semantic models. In other words, solution based on 

artificial intelligence system for enterprise data management. 

Accounting expertise / Compliance / Due Diligence / KYC process 

automation. Custom scoring models.



Personalized customer retention solutions. Predictive analytics and big data tools (Part 3)

NAPOLEON IT
Computer vision

Face recognition and customer identification service for banking

security, personnel recruitment, identity verification. Allows free access 

to the service using open API.

PASSCITY
Personalized package offers

Solution increases transactional activity of bank customers through 

personalized package offers. Collects sets of services, links them to 

bank card products and provides customers with services as a non-

financial component of a financial product. Analyzes customers’ needs 

and creates personalized offers.



Increasing operational efficiency, internal and external document flow and management (Part 1)

TURBOCONTRACT
Automatic document creation and filling

Cloud service that help save your time and reduces data entry 

mistakes while creating and negotiating documents. It is based on 

proprietary text editor that provides real-time multiuser editing. The 

system can also create filled-in document packs (contracts, power of 

attorney, statements of claim etc.) based on templates.

Additional information

AXDRAFT
Draft documents 70% faster without mistakes

Easy way to prepare error-free legal documents 70% faster. AXDRAFT 

creates automated templates for your documents allowing to prepare 

perfect drafts in the average of 3.7 minutes.

Additional information

https://turbocontract.ru/eng
https://www.axdraft.com/


Increasing operational efficiency, internal and external document flow and management (Part 2)

ENTERA
Automatic document recognition

Recognition of standard and unformatted documents (invoices, bills, 

acts etc.). The system recognizes document type and extracts various 

data, including addresses, totals, purchase or sale has been 

completed and so on. Recognition accuracy more than 98%. 



Banking systems modernization for real estate operations

MORTGAGE  PLATFORM
PaaS blockchain real estate management platform

Innovative online platform, based on blockchain, that allows to automate 

whole business cycle for mortgage and other real estate operations.

Key values:

 Allows to speed up the whole process for mortgage draw up: from 30 

days to 5 days;

 Allows to low down bank operating expenses, in some steps, for up to 

15 times;

 Dramatically saves the time of customer and, thus, increases his loyalty 

to the real estate operation and to the bank.

Solution allows:

 Automatic collection of  mortgage loan applications via the web portal,

 Automatic loan application processing, negotiation and approval 

through the bank departments,

 Non-cash transactions using letter of credit,

 Integration with Real Estate Registry and payment settlement,

 Easy business process modification with integrated BPM engine.

Additional information

http://iteco-inno.ru/locale/en


Business-process efficiency improvement through automation 

MD Audit
Operational and risk management

A system for controlling banks operational risks and managing the 

quality of branches operations:

 Implements automatic assortment, based on inspection results,

 Calculates the value of operational risk based on the audit results.

Additional information

https://mdaudit.app/


Increasing clients’ second sale rate. Development of a customer loyalty programs

FLYPENNY
Loyalty program

FlyPenny designed for retail and FMCG customers loyalty 

improvement. PaaS model increases transactional activity of 

customers and reduces marketing costs for partner banks.



Artificial Intelligence and voice technologies for customer loyalty improvement 

VOXIAI
Transparent robotic call-center service

We cut human expenses, help scale and keep call quality as flawless 

as perfection itself. No matter who's on the mic – we can make it 

sound as Frank Sinatra, if you want. We make the switch transparent: 

start with zeros and ones and pass controls to a real brain WHEN 

there's such a need. Automatically, with just one, shared voice.

Service helps companies automate outgoing and incoming calls using 

a bot that recognizes voice and generates answers, based on certain 

scenarios. The service allows companies to call cheaper and faster, 

not losing conversion and loyalty.

.

ZVONOBOT
Voice Mail Service



Online all-in-one services for SME (Part 1)

In order for the bank to effectively attract customers and retain them 

at the expense of the cash product, you need to stand out against the 

background of dozens of banks and thousands of other cashiers'

vendors. This is an online cash desk and a turnkey solution for the 

bank's ecosystem (branding of equipment, cash register software, 

personal account for a bank).

SUBTOTAL
Online cash register software

BRANDAQ
Marketing and branding consulting platform

Free marketing and branding consulting platform for B2B bank 

customers for elementary cases. BRANDAQ offers online consulting 

services performed by leading marketing and branding experts for 

complex consulting needs. 



Service allows:

 Import of cash operations from tax cloud operator,

 Insurance payments accounting in accordance with federal law,

 Consultations on legal tax optimization,

 Tax return composition.

WORKLAB
Labor services platform for temporary workers

The platform automates and regulates interactions between operators 

and workers, while improving the quality of services. Platform is an 

“aggregator + uber” for the temporary unqualified personnel market.

KUB
Accountant-bot for SME

Online all-in-one services for SME (Part 2)



APIBANK
Open banking platform

PaaS services for banks and customers:

 For banks: a complex solution for SME including opening, tax 

accounting, automatic tax reporting and invoicing with partners;

 For partners: a solution for service aggregators (taxi services, 

online schools and so on) that allows mass registering of SME in 

Tax Services, mutual settlements.

Online all-in-one services for SME (Part 3)



Tools and ways to increase fee and commission income

TAX FREE MARKET
Purchase of goods with VAT refund

Both tourists and business tourism do not realize, do not know and do 

not exercise their right that they have the opportunity to recover VAT tax. 

Because of this, every year over 25 billion euros of VAT does not reach 

tourists and more than 20 billion euros remain unclaimed companies in 

business tourism in the form of value added tax.

And this is all decided by the international payment card Tax Free and 

Business Tax Free, due to which completely innovative possibilities will 

appear when paying with cards in the system Tax Free and

Business Tax Free. 

Tax Free Market platform which will allow world banks to load checks and 

travel expenses through a mobile application, with confirmation of the 

return of value added tax online, which will completely free from problems 

in the standard system of Tax Free and Business Tax Free.

Additional information

http://taxfree.market/


The solution combines the remote banking system and the internal 

banking system in one platform. This allows you to bring new products 

to the market much faster, since the integration of numerous banking 

systems is not required.

Additional information

FORTECH
SME Online Service Platform

Meta-system, combining ABS, Bank-Client, trading systems

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qf39rfoe8bppvhq/Fortech Presentation.pdf


Creating non-banking services. A single window for solving a variety of tasks

EASY PASSWORD
Enterprise Web Account Manager

Additional information

The system allows:

 Reduce the costs of access to any external web services by 25-45%,

 Increase account usage efficiency by more than 5 times,

 Provide statistics on the use of web services by employees,

 Reduce the risk of account leakage outside the company.

https://easypwd.ru/


Credit risk assessment when issuing a loan for businesses

CALCUL
Platform for managing all types of inspections

FINCASE
Real estate scoring analysis software

Additional information

Additional information

Our solution are aimed at automation of mortgage banks and real estate 

brokers. The main concept of RSA is fast and precise analysis of fair market 

value. RSA is made for the following improvements in all operational and 

functional processes:

 Operational costs optimization,

 Mortgage department processes optimization,

 Mortgage department risks optimization,

 Mortgage (lien) quality optimization,

 Electronic archive,

 Cost savings in securitization processes.

With platform Calcul, you can create inspection scenarios for different types 

of property. After that, you can create inspection projects and send them to 

customers on the phone. Customers do a collateral inspection themselves. 

The bank receives all materials automatically, checks and makes decisions 

on accepting collateral to secure a loan. So the bank has a good opportunity 

to develop sales throughout the Russian Federation and Europe and save 

on a preliminary assessment of the collateral object.

P P

https://yadi.sk/i/QYWRgvlcnksLTw
https://viewapp.ru/en/


Customer service sophistication solutions 

SIMPLE INVEST
Independent Financial Advisor Services

An application and a web service that allows to work with  independent 

financial advisors and agents from your bank  which attracts new 

customers are attracted.

Additional information

PAY REVERSE
White-label solution for reward-based loyalty program with 

unique seamless UX

PayReverse is a white-label platform which instills into mobile apps or 

websites of major audience owners (banks, telecom operators, content 

providers, etc.) and allows to create a unique loyalty program

based on cashback mechanics. 

Main PayReverse features:

 Personalized offer wall, adapting to a specific user,

 UNIQUE “auto cashback” feature: a user does not need to go to the 

app, he just searches for goods in any search engine and instantly 

receives notification about the best cashback for the product,

 Set of event-dependent and predictive notification mechanics 

(including geo-targeting),

 Dynamic mechanism for cashback value determining,

 Omnichannel mechanics, which allows advertisers to bring users 

both online and offline POS,

 Advertising inventory which allows advertisers to build the most 

effective omnichannel communication and  additional service 

monetization for platforms.

Additional information

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lpDx4_uKIvTOrOLiFliDdb_wPNYxzBZE/view?usp=sharing
http://mobi-soft.org/en/
https://payreverse.com/


Improving business efficiency through workflow automation 

FRESHDOC
Document constructor

FreshDoc is a convenient solution for automating work with documents 

based on artificial intelligence of the question-answer type. Document 

constructor can be easily integrated with any corporate information 

system, regardless of its architecture. Extensive opportunities for 

integration are provided by the API of the FreshDoc, implemented in 

accordance with modern methods and technologies.

FreshDoc works with banks in 2 directions:

 Optimization of internal processes of banks. The boxed software 

version FreshDoc is actively used in top companies in the banking, 

industrial, oil and gas and energy sectors. Business uses Document 

constructor as a powerful tool for generating documents, able to 

quickly integrate into an existing software infrastructure of a 

company.

 Embedding in the ecosystem of bank client services. FreshDoc is 

embedded in the banking services ecosystem, allowing banks to 

reach a large audience, increase customer loyalty and profits from 

the banking products up sale.

Additional information

Employee selects
a template

Manually 
corrects it

Agrees 
document

Receives a document 
with a 20% error

Employee selects a document 
in the constructor

Answers 
constructor questions

Gets the document
no mistakes

https://www.freshdoc.ru/


Solutions for corporate customer base expending (Part 1)

An innovative online platform for attracting financing in a SME 

company from banks and non-bank investors, as well as allowing large 

companies to share temporarily excess working capital with their

suppliers on mutually beneficial terms

INVOICE CAFE
Online platform for SME financing

Additional information

TRUCKING INDUSTRY
B2B platform

Additional information

The cloud service for organizing tenders for existing suppliers, which 

are based on Depth of Market (DOM). Crediting and factoring for cargo 

owners and carriers when making transactions on the transportation of 

goods.

MONEY

https://invoice.cafe/
https://clck.ru/GYf9t


Solutions for corporate customer base expending (Part 2)

It is a food-trading platform for professionals (B2B). The platform 

allows you to buy and sell food in bulk, get price recommendations, 

promote your products, and hold auctions.

AGRO24 unites 8 million manufacturers worldwide and offers a service 

for supply chain financing producer's ratings, and a detailed catalogue. 

This platform ensures that deals are guaranteed and the quality of food 

and its sources are monitored.

The trading platform provides all the necessary features for fast and 

remote food trading.

AGRO24
B2B platform

Additional information

https://agro24.com/


Business Process Monitoring and business indicators in internal systems. 

WHYHAPPEN
Deviation monitoring

The platform allows you to analyze business processes, cross-channel 

analysis of payment and non-payment activity of customers and 

employees, analyze data from external systems and identify signs of 

manipulation, unauthorized actions and operations that require 

additional control (AML), as well as to respond to them.

Additional information

ATRETEK
AI-based innovative solution to detect fraud in financial

markets

Our Trading Anti-Fraud Surveillance (TAFS) system includes a 

comprehensive modular portfolio with high functionality, thereby 

meeting our customers‘ demands for protection against criminal 

abuse and non-compliance under one roof. The building-block design 

allows variable combination of products. TAFS helps to analyze and 

improve the effectiveness of particular traders and increase the profits 

from trading operations.

Additional information

https://www.whyhappen.com/
https://tafs.pro/


Automated interaction with customers

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR ZHUKOVA O. V.
Digital product "Robot-mortgage"

Robotics Process Automation (RPA) is achieved by the interface 

feature, its intellectual capabilities and architecture, as well as 

algorithmic compositions for any client solution. Client communicates 

with a robot (robotic service) which is not an object of sale (credit, 

insurance, investment, etc.), but a subject of services that he 

chooses.

Additional information

CUSTOMER

Buys real estate

online

INVESTOR

Receives profit without 

communication with the 

customer  with a 

guarantee

SELLER

Sells real estate

STATE

Support programms

http://www.ri-dev.pro/


Bank as a multi-service platform for life, a single point of payment for housing and communal 

services, fines, etc.

MIRA LTD
Billing and splitting payments by service providers

The platform enable to provide billing and accounting services to legal 

entities in housing and communal services, conduct analytics and 

provide split services for the entire region of the country. At the same 

time, the bank will have direct access to information about 

homeowners and their solvency.

Additional information

MIRA LTD

https://presentation.email/p/3l2rjbg8


Thank you for your attention!

I-Teco Innovation Center Contacts:

Vyacheslav Gariev - Сhief executive officer

Gariev@i-teco.ru | +7 (916) 928-40-72

Natalya Dybko - Business development director 

Dybko@i-teco.ru | +7 (905) 521-94-75

Zhamilya Kameneva - Business development director 

Kameneva@i-teco.ru | +7 (985) 317-56-04

Skolkovo Contacts:

Sergey Dutov – Business Development Director, IT cluster, Skolkovo

Foundation 

SDutov@sk.ru | +79153432992

Anton Pronin – Acceleration Director of IT cluster, Skolkovo Foundation 

APronin@sk.ru | +79164454654

Pavel Novikov - Director of Fintech & Blockchain Center, IT cluster, Skolkovo

Foundation PNovikov@sk.ru | +79030160528

Evgenia Sovetova - Program Director, Department of Acceleration 

ESovetova@sk.ru | +79255023731


